




Enjoy an upgraded backyard water experience unlike any other with the 
all-new Swim Series™ by Bullfrog Spas®. Work out, play, or relax away stress 
and tension, all-year-round, right from the comfort of your own backyard. 

No other product in the category offers the numerous therapy options 
available with the patented JetPak Therapy System™.  Swim Series is built 
with legendary Bullfrog Spas quality and reliability, attractive aesthetics, 
features designed for an endless variety of uses, and a remarkably 
functional layout you’re certain to love. 

UPGRADE YOUR LIFE



LOW-IMPACT 
TRAINING
Ample space for a variety 
of low impact water-based 
workouts and stretches. 
Custom tailor your routine 
according to your fitness level 
for maximum benefit, such as 
better cardiovascular health, 
weight management, or 
improved muscle tone. 

STRENGTH & 
FLEXIBILITY
Featuring built in anchors for 
optional resistance training 
accessories, your Swim Series  
can help you achieve your  
various fitness goals. Whether 
those goals include building 
strength, burning calories, or 
improving flexibility, you’ll have 
a variety of exercise options 
available at any time.



INNOVATIVE FITNESS SYSTEMS
The unique Swim Series bio-aligned current system helps keep you afloat and in your swim lane 
for easier use and more effective workouts. Customize your drills and swim programs to your body 
type and workout style for optimum results. Build endurance and strength, help young swimmers 
develop confidence, or work to improve your stroke form—now you can swim the entire length of a 
pool, or even a lake, without leaving your backyard.



YEAR-ROUND ENJOYMENT 
No matter where you live, your Swim Series can be used all year long, removing the limits often 
imposed by in-ground pools. Whether you’re using it for daily workouts, play, or enjoying the relaxing 
qualities of the spa components, you have total control of the temperature settings, making your 
Swim Series the ideal all-season retreat. 



FAMILY FUN
Thanks to an ample amount of 
space, your entire family can 
spend priceless time together in 
your Swim Series spa. Practice 
swimming, play games, or splash 
around on the unique splash 
pad area with plenty of room for 
everyone to join the fun.

LUXURIOUS 
SAFETY
With an assortment of multilevel 
seats, entry steps built in, and 
hand rails to aid balance, Swim 
Series was made with safety for 
the whole family in mind. Your 
spa also comes standard with 
SwimDek® non-slip cushioning 
installed on the floor and step 
surfaces offering an extra layer 
of premium comfort and safety.



EASY SWIM TO 
SPA MODE
Switch from swim to spa 
mode and back with a single 
touch, allowing you to go from 
workout to relaxing in almost 
no time at all. Only Swim Series 
spas allow you to use all the 
modes and features in your 
spa with such ease. 

JETPAK THERAPY 
SYSTEM™

The only spa in the category 
with the one-of-a-kind JetPak 
Therapy System. Select your 
perfect massages, place them in 
your favorite seats, and upgrade 
with a new JetPak at any time to 
receive therapy that is powerful 
and energy-efficient. This is your 
ideal spa experience because it’s 
personalized just for you.



UNMATCHED PERSONALIZED WELLNESS 
Bullfrog Spas are designed with both health and wellness in mind. Swim Series spas include the 
therapy advantages available in other Bullfrog Spas, including our patented JetPaks®, leg and foot 
therapy, lounge seating, ambient lighting, and comfortable ergonomic headrests.



94” x 152” x 52”
2.38m x 3.86m x 1.32m

1190 Gallons (4504L)

Dry: 2000 lbs (907kg) 
Filled: 11924 lbs (5409kg)

Seats: 13 
• 2 lounge seats 
• 6 bench seats
• 2 cooldown seats   
• 1 workout seat
• 4 JetPaks

*Weights provided for estimation purposes only

Interior

Snow

Timber

Exterior

Dusk

Cover

Acutherapy Alleviate DeepRelief Gyrossage Lumbar OscillatorNeckReliefFibroTherapy



94” x 204” x 52”
2.38m x 5.18m x 1.32m

1950 Gallons (7381L)

Dry: 2720 lbs (1233kg) 
Filled: 18950 lbs (8595kg)

Seats: 9 
• 2 lounge seats 
• 4 bench seats  
• 1 workout seat
• 4 JetPaks

**Shown with optional premium SwimDek® surface package

JETPAKS

Pulsator Rainshower Reliever SpinalHealth Spinalssage Trio Versa Wellness



WARRANTYSTANDARD FEATURES

EnduraFrame™  
Support Structure Lifetime

Shell Structure 10 years

Shell Surface 7 years

Plumbing &  
JetPak Therapy System™ 5 years

Equipment 5 years

Cabinet 5 years

Patio Performance™  
Spa Cover 3 years

Lighting, Audio System, 
Ozone, & Accessories 1 year

• JetPak Therapy System™

• Unique swim current system 
• Pre-programmed or customizable swim 

workouts & drills
• Premium touch-screen controls 
• One-touch swim to spa mode control
• Convenient multi-function auxiliary controls 
• SwimDek® non-slip cushioning on floor & steps
• Unique water features
• Splash zone play area
• Sleek exterior & interior lighting
• Swim lane indicator light 
• Leg & foot therapy 
• Open, suction-free footwell
• Comfortable ergonomic headrests
• Fitness & accessory anchors
• Stainless swim support & entry rails
• Premium Patio Performance™ cover
• 100% wood-free EnduraFrame™

• Industry-leading energy efficient design 
• Efficient plumbing design   
• Simplicity™ flat filters 



OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

FITNESS KITS
The simple, multi-
functional fitness kits 
come equipped with a 
proprietary adjustable row 
bar, handles, or resistance 
bands of different lengths 
and intensities for a variety 
of full-body workout 
options. 

ZERO GRAVITY 
SPA HAMMOCK
There is no feeling like 
being freed from the 
heaviness of gravity’s grasp. 
The first-of-its-kind, patent-
pending Zero Gravity Spa 
Hammock combines stretch 
suspension and buoyancy 
to create a zero-gravity 
effect that’ll take you out of 
this world. 

SWIM TETHER
The Swim Series Swim 
Tether provides an 
exceptional experience 
for swimmers of all skill 
levels. Simply strap the belt 
to your waist and swim 
unencumbered for a high-
resistance, low-impact 
workout. 



PREMIUM 
SWIMDEK® KIT
SwimDek is a deluxe 
aquatic surface that 
enhances safety, style, and 
comfort. Made from a soft, 
durable foam that won’t 
absorb water, SwimDek 
provides exceptional 
traction for slippery 
surfaces. Add comfort to 
seat surfaces with this 
premium upgrade option.

SWIM SERIES 
AUDIO SYSTEM
Swim Series premium audio 
systems provide deep, 
rich sound with clear high 
tones, an in-spa subwoofer, 
and easy connectivity 
for your phone or digital 
audio player. Enhance your 
ambience or drive your 
workouts with the perfect 
soundtrack for your spa 
experience.

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

SWIM SERIES 
STEPS
Make spa entry and 
exit easy by choosing a 
set of cabinet-matched 
Swim Series steps. These 
attractive, and long-lasting 
steps feature non-slip tread 
surfaces and a sleek, sturdy 
handrail to provide you 
secure access for a more 
peaceful spa experience.



CLOUD- 
CONTROL 2™

Control your Swim Series 
Spa from your smart device. 
Our easy to use mobile 
app provides connection 
from wherever you go, 
and can be integrated to 
Amazon Alexa and Google 
Home smart systems. 
Monitor operational status 
and control temperature, 
lights, pumps, and filtration 
settings—anytime, from 
anywhere.  

EOS™ O3 OZONE
EOS O3 is a revolutionary 
automatic water 
purification system that 
eliminates impurities using 
the powerful oxidation 
properties of O3 gas. This 
unique three-part system 
works by generating 
ample amounts of O3 gas, 
combining it with spa water 
in an isolated high-contact 
mixing chamber, and then 
filtering out over 99% of 
excess ozone to prevent 
negative off-gassing effects.

COVER LIFTER
Uncovering is a breeze, 
with the help of specially 
designed cover lifters, 
installed on either end of 
the spa. Simply push the 
spa cover open with the 
convenient levered handle 
and enjoy the provided 
privacy while you swim, 
play, or relax. 
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